Abstract. In terms of the difference operators, we establish several curious transformation and summation formulas for basic hypergeometric series. When the parameters are specified, they produce q-analogues of Ramanujan's three series for 1/π and other eleven nice π-formulas. Meanwhile, q-analogues of three beautiful series for ζ(3) are also given in the same way.
Introduction
For a complex variable x and an integer n, define the shifted-factorial to be Following Andrews, Askey and Roy [3] , define the hypergeometric series by
where {a i } i≥0 and {b j } j≥1 are complex parameters such that no zero factors appear in the denominators of the summand on the right-hand side.
For centuries, the research of π attracts a lot of mathematicians. Three surprising series for 1/π can be expressed as 
They are among the 17 series for 1/π recorded by Ramanujan [48] (see also Berndt [11, Chapter 29] ). The first rigorous mathematical proofs of all the series were offered by Borweins [12] . Their deductions rely on several general hypergeometric-like series for 1/π from singular moduli, class invariants and complete elliptic integrals. Some years later, Baruah and Berndt [7] utilized Ramanujan's cubic and quartic theories to derive five of Ramanujan's 17 formulas. Then in their paper [8] , the two persons exploited Ramanujan's ideas in the classcal theory of elliptic functions to prove 13 of Ramanujan's original formulas.
According to the WZ method which is introduced by Wilf and Zeilberger [50] , Guillera [24, 28, 29] found the five π-formulas:
(1) 
The reader is referred to [25, 26, 27, 30, 31] for other results from the same method. It should be pointed out that (4) is a particular case of the following result of Gosper [23] : Based on the difference operators, Chu [20] furnished the three π-formulas: 
+ 902k + 1533k
2 + 820k
By means of the integral method, Bailey, Borwein and Plouffe [6] discovered the BBP-type series for π:
Two different results of the same type, which are acquired in accordance with Mathematica program, due to Adamchik and Wagon [1] reads
The linear combination of (12) and (14) can bring the following formula with an extra parameter x (cf. [1] ):
More information and further π-formulas can be consulted in [5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 40, 41, 42, 43, 51, 52, 53] .
For a positive integer s with s > 1, define the Riemann zeta function by
which is an extremely important special function of mathematics and physics. It is well known that ζ(3) is an irrational number. Three interesting series for it, which owe to Apéry [4] , Chu [20] and Amdeberhan and Zeilberger [2] in turn, can be stated as
Greg Fee and Simon Plouffe have utilized the last equation to obtain 520,000 decimal places of ζ(3) in 1996.
For an integer n and two complex numbers x, q with |q| < 1, define the q-shifted factorial to be
For convenience, we shall adopt the following notations:
Following Gasper and Rahman [22] , define the basic hypergeometric series by
Finding q-analogues of π-formulas is a challenging work. Recently, Guo and Liu [36] took advantage of the WZ method to establish the q-analogues of (1) and (4):
Hou, Krattenthaler and Sun [44] showed that (18) and (19) can be deduced through an intelligent use of a quadratic transformation formula from [22, p. 92] and gave q-analogues of the classical Leibniz series and a Zeilberger-type series. Later, Guo and Zudilin [37] also proved these two formulas via a quadratic summation formula of Rahman [47] and derived q-analogues of several other Ramanujan-type formulas in terms of the WZ-method. More q-analogues of π-formulas can be seen in [30, 34, 35, 39, 45, 49] . About some wonderful q-analogues of supercongruences related to π-formulas, the reader is referred to [32, 33, 38] .
Inspired by the works just mentioned, we shall explore q-analogues of some known π-formulas and series for ζ(3) according to the difference operators. The structure of the paper is arranged as follows. We shall offer a new q-analogue of (1) and the q-analogues of (2)- (3) in section 2. The q-analogues of (5)- (17) and a new proof of (19) will be furnished in section 3.
For making the reader have a taste, we shall display, above all, the q-analogue of (3) as follows:
2. q-Analogues of Ramanujan's three series for 1/π
For a complex sequence {τ k } k∈Z , define the back difference operator and forward difference operator to be
Then Abel's transformation can be written as
When n → ∞, the last equation becomes
provided that lim n→∞ U n+1 V n = 0 and the series on both sides are convergent.
In this section, we shall firstly establish three transformation formulas involving 3 φ 2 -series by means of (20) . Subsequently, the q-Gauss summation formula(cf. [22, Appendix II.8]):
where |c/ab| < 1, is utilized to deduce three summation formulas for basic hypergeometric series. When the parameters are specified, these summation formulas engender a new q-analogue of (1) and the q-analogues of (2)-(3).
2.1.
A new q-analogue of Ramanujan's formula (1).
Theorem 1. Let a, b, c, d be complex numbers. Then
where |cd/qab| < 1 and the symbol on the right hand side indicates
Proof. Define two complex sequences U k and V k by
Then we have the differences
q, a, b c, qd q; cd ab
Performing the replacements c → qd, d → c in (22), we gain
q, a, b qc, qd q; qcd ab
The combination of (22) and (23) brings
Iterate the last relation m-times to achieve
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we attain Theorem 1.
Choosing d = q in Theorem 1 and calculating the series on the left hand side by (21), we derive the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series.
Theorem 2. Let a, b, c be complex numbers. Then
where the sign on the left hand side stands for
When a = b = q 1 2 and c = q, Theorem 2 produces the new q-analogue of (1) after the displacement q → q 2 :
A q-analogue of Ramanujan's formula (2).
Theorem 3. Let a, b, c, d be complex numbers. Then
where |cd/qab| < 1 and the mark on the right hand side is
Proof. For two complex sequences U k and V k given by
it is not difficult to examine the differences
q, qa, b qc, qd q; cd ab
Employing the replacements a → qa, c → qc, d → qd in (22), we get
The unity of (24) and (25) offers
Iterate the last relation m-times to gain
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we achieve Theorem 3.
Fixing d = q in Theorem 3 and computing the series on the left hand side by (21), we attain the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series.
Theorem 4. Let a, b, c be complex numbers. Then
where the notation on the left hand side denotes
When a = b = q 1 2 and c = q, Theorem 4 furnishes the q-analogue of (2) after the substitution q → q 4 :
A q-analogue of Ramanujan's formula (3).
Theorem 5. Let a, b, c, d be complex numbers. Then
Proof. Performing the replacements a → b, b → qa, c → qc, d → qd in (24), we obtain
The combination of (24) and (26) brings
Iterate the last relaiton m-times to get
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we gain Theorem 5.
Setting d = q in Theorem 5 and evaluating the series on the left hand side by (21), we achieve the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series.
Theorem 6. Let a, b, c be complex numbers. Then
When a = b = q 1 2 and c = q, Theorem 6 engenders the q-analogue of (3) after the displacement q → q 2 :
q-Analogues of more π-formulas
In this section, we shall firstly establish three transformation formulas involving 7 φ 6 -series in accordance with (20) . Subsequently, the q-Dougall summation formula(cf.
[22, Appendix II.20]): 
where |qa/bcd| < 1, is exploited to deduce five summation formulas for basic hypergeometric series. When the parameters are specified, these transformation and summation formulas produce the q-analogues of (5)- (17) and a new proof of (19). (6), (13) and (15).
q-Analogues of Equations
Theorem 7. Let a, b, c, d, e be complex numbers. Then
where |q 2 a/bcde| < 1 and the mark on the right hand side is
Proof. Define two complex sequences U k and V k to be
(bcd/qa, e; q) k (q 2 a 2 /bcd, qa/e; q) k 
For two complex sequences X k and Y k given by
it is routine to verify the differences
(c, e; q) k (qa/c, qa/e; q) k a ce k .
Put the expressions of
Performing the replacements a → qa, d → qe, e → d in (29), we get
q,2 a, −2 a, b, qc, qd, qe
The unity of (28) and (30) 
.
Iterate the last relation m-times to gain 
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we achieve Theorem 7.
When a = q 2 and b = c = d = e = q, Theorem 7 furnishes the q-analogue of (15):
where the q-binomial coefficients have been defined by n t = (q; q) n (q; q) t (q; q) n−t .
Taking c = a in Theorem 7 and calculating the series on the left hand side by (27) , we derive the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series. (a, d, e, q/b, qa/bd, qa/be; q) k (q, qa/d, qa/e, q 2 a/bde; q) k (q 2 a/b; q) 2k q (
= (a, qa/bd, qa/be, qa/de; q) ∞ (q 2 a/b, qa/d, qa/e, q 2 a/bde; q) ∞ , where the notation on the left hand side denotes
2 , Theorem 8 brings the q-analogue of (6) after the substitution q → q 2 :
4 and e = q 3 4 , Theorem 8 engenders the q-analogue of (13) after the displacement q → q 4 :
(q 2 , q 6 ; q 4 ) ∞ . (5), (7), (12), (14) and ( (c, e, qa/bc, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/de; q) k (qa/bd; q) 2k (qa/c, qa/e; q) k (qa/b, qa/d, qa 2 /bcde; q) 2k
q-Analogues of Equations
where |q 2 a/bcde| < 1 and the symbol on the right hand side indicates
Proof. Employing the replacements a → qa, c → qe, e → c in (28), we attain
The combination of (28) and (31) produces
(c, e, qa/bc, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/de; q) 1 (qa/bd; q) 2 (qa/c, qa/e; q) 1 (qa/b, qa/d, qa 2 /bcde; q) 2 × 7 φ 6 q,2 a, −2 a, b, qc, d, qe
Iterate the last relation m-times to obtain
(c, e, qa/bc, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/de; q) m (qa/bd; q) 2m (qa/c, qa/e; q) m (qa/b, qa/d, qa 2 /bcde; q) 2m
(c, e, qa/bc, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/de; q) k (qa/bd; q) 2k (qa/c, qa/e; q) k (qa/b, qa/d, qa 2 /bcde; q) 2k
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we get Theorem 9.
When a = q 2 and b = c = d = e = q, Theorem 9 gives the q-analogue of (16) after the substitution q → q 2 :
Choosing c = a in Theorem 9 and computing the series on the left hand side by (27) , we gain the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series. where the sign on the left hand side stands for
2 , Theorem 10 offers the q-analogue of (7) after the displacement q → q 4 :
When a = q and b = d = e = q 1 2 , Theorem 10 furnishes the q-analogue of (5) after the substitution q → q 2 :
∞ through the parity of the summation index.
Fixing b = a in Theorem 9 and evaluating the series on the left hand side by (27) , we achieve the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series.
Theorem 11. Let a, c, d, e be complex numbers. Then
(c, e, q/c, q/e, qa/cd, qa/de; q) k (q/d; q) 2k (qa/c, qa/e; q)
= (a, qa/cd, qa/ce, qa/de; q) ∞ (qa/c, qa/d, qa/e, q 2 a/cde; q) ∞ ,
where the mark on the left hand side is
When a = q, c = q , Theorem 11 brings the q-analogue of (12) after the displacement q → q 4 :
When a = q, c = q (14) after the substitution q → q 4 : (4), (8), (9), (10) , (11) and (17). 
where |q 2 a/bcde| < 1 and the notation on the right hand side denotes
. (29), we attain
q,3 a, −3 a, qb, qc, qd, qe
The unity of (32) and (33) produces
, e, qa/bc, qa/bd, qa/be, qa/cd, qa/ce, qa/de; q) 1 (qa/b, qa/c, qa/d, qa/e, qa 2 /bcde; q) 2 × 7 φ 6 q,3 a, −3 a, qb, qc, qd, qe
Iterate the last relation m-times to obtain 
Letting n → ∞ in the last equation, we get Theorem 12.
When a = q 2 and b = c = d = e = q, Theorem 12 gives the q-analogue of (17) after the displacement q → q 2 :
Setting b = a in Theorem 12 and calculating the series on the left hand side by (27) , we gain the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series. 
2 , Theorem 13 offers the q-analogue of (8) after the substitution q → q 2 :
When a = q, c = q , and e = q 3 4 , Theorem 13 furnishes the q-analogue of (9) after the displacement q → q 8 : (1 + q 2+6k )(1 + q 3+6k ) 3 (1 + q 4+6k ) .
Letting e → ∞ in Theorem 13, we achieve the following summation formula for basic hypergeometric series. (1 − q 1+2k )(1 − q 1+2k a/c)(1 − q 1+2k a/d) .
Taking a = q and b = d = e = q 1 4 in Theorem 14 and then substituting q 4 for q, we recover the Guo-Liu identity (19) via the parity of the summation index.
